
A symbol for collaboration 1

— 
The will to connect with others is an  
intuitive action, and it’s this connection  
that invariably leads to collaboration. 
Whether collaboration is planned or  
occurs spontaneously, the positive  
result of people working with one  
another can be witnessed in the  
remarkable accomplishments  
humanity has achieved together.

Agile Table



The Knowledge collection

Schiavello’s Knowledge collection is comprised of 
cutting-edge products that are based on extensive 
research conducted by our Schiavello Design 
Studio and People and Culture Consulting teams. 
Led by strategic research into how businesses  
and employees function, these products help 
achieve goals and solve problems within the 
workspace furniture industry.
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1 — 2 Agile TableDesigners

Amanda Stanaway, Principal of 
Woods Bagot Sydney, sits at the 
forefront of workplace design, 
currently working with a broad 
portfolio of corporate clients 
worldwide. Her role encompasses 
strategy and interior design across 
the commercial, lifestyle and public 
sectors and this mix of skills and 
diversity of knowledge provides 
a unique, comprehensive and 
innovative approach to projects 
for her clients. Amanda has been 
instrumental in creating some of 
the most cutting-edge workplaces 
in Australia – workplaces that  
have delivered real business 
advantage and positive change for 
their organisations. 

Together with Amanda, Schiavello’s 
People and Culture and Product 
Development teams identified a gap 
in the market for a team table that 
fostered active interactions while 
supporting an overall agile mindset 
within the workplace. The initial 
phase of the design process saw 
Amanda develop a brief, identifying 
the various work modes and flows 
that an agile team table should 
support. Enabling forming and 
reforming working environments 
and activating communication, 
the outcome from the partnership 
led to the development of the Agile 
Table. The table re-defines the 
way in which people interact and 
activate spaces by allowing them to 
choose their preferred work mode, 
and enabling them to transition  
from group work to independent 
work seamlessly. 

AMANDA  
STANAWAY

As Principal of Schiavello’s People 
and Culture Consulting, Keti 
Malkoski assists clients through 
workspace change.

Understanding change management 
and how people use workspace 
enables businesses to define 
successful strategies that harness 
the workspace as a tool for work. 
An expert in people and culture 
considerations to the workspace, 
Keti’s ongoing research aims to 
understand diversity in people 
and the impact of workspaces on 
employee attitudes and behaviour.

With a Bachelors and Honours 
in Psychology and Masters of 
Organisational Psychology, Keti 
assists clients in optimising 
their future workspace strategy 
to ultimately improve employee 
and business effectiveness.  
Collaborating with global 
organisations, she has extensive 
experience in leadership 
development, creating and 
executing attraction and retention 
strategies, culture assessment and 
development, change management 
and diverse personality and  
aptitude assessments.

KETI  
MALKOSKI

Nick Tennant is a lead designer 
within the Schiavello Design Studio.

With 15 years’ experience in interior 
design, Nick’s distinctive work is 
informed by his time collaborating 
on award-winning projects for 
leading Australian and international 
architecture and interior design 
firms. A value-adding resource for 
clients, Nick consults on producing 
tailored solutions including 
workspace planning and bespoke 
product design.

Nick grew up in Melbourne and 
studied industrial design at RMIT 
University and is proficient in a 
diversity of sectors including large 
and small-scale workplace design. 
His experience and collaboration 
with the Schiavello Research Hub 
ensure he is attuned to current as 
well as future needs of workplace 
environments.

With an astute eye for balancing 
aesthetics and pragmatic 
functionality, Nick has been 
instrumental in the concept and 
design development of the Climate 
workplace furniture platform and 
the Focus program of work settings.

NICK  
TENNANT
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Working for  
effectiveness

Solo,  
focused work

Processing  
information

Actioning what 
was discussed Deep thinking

Independent
work

Face-to-face or 
digital interaction

Gathering  
and debating

Visual and  
acoustic idea 

sharing

Team work

Collaborating

The way we switch between independent 
and group work greatly affects our 
productivity and memory retention.  
The human brain can only hold between 
five and nine items of information at 
any time before we need to disengage 
from a group setting and engage in 
independent work by taking part in 
focused solo thinking or note taking to 
retain the items longer term. Therefore, 
being able to effectively switch back 

and forth between group and individual 
work without distraction in transition 
allows employees to take those items 
of information and process them alone, 
creating the greatest level of efficiency  
in the workplace.

The Agile Table allows for seamless  
flows back and forth from collaboration 
to independent work, allowing employees  
to get the most out of every interaction.
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A table to  
meet all needs
Agile Table’s design considers all ways 
in which employees may work and meet, 
and all factors that can affect the space 
they choose to work within. Factors such 
as whether a meeting is face-to-face or 
virtual affect the choice of location, as 
audiovisual technology may or may not 
be required. Similarly, the duration of 
a meeting will need to be considered 
– a short meeting could happen at a 
standing-height table, whereas a longer 

meeting would need to ocour where 
employees can be seated. During the 
creation of the Agile Table, all these 
factors were considered and unified  
into a dynamic table that not only 
meets the needs of the contemporary 
workspace, but also has the ability 
to cater to almost every one of the 
aforementioned factors. The result is  
a table that supports all needs with  
the right space and tools for any task.

Interaction

Either face-to-face, over the phone or digitally via 
audiovisual equipment, facilitated through the Agile 
Power Totem.

Posture

Varying postures for varying levels of formality – a 
casual standing meeting at the Storming Table, or  
a formal or casual seated meeting at the Work Table.

Capacity

Agile Table’s varying heights allows for easy separation of 
multiple users. A number of people engaging in solo work 
can share the table, or bring a group together to surround 
the table for a larger meeting or huddle.

Privacy needs

For a private meeting table, position Agile Table in a 
meeting room; for use for non-confidential meetings 
and work, position it anywhere within a workspace; for 
flexibility between non-confidentiality and semi-privacy, 
surround Agile Table with soft architecture such as 
Vertical Gardens or Soft Boundaries.

Ideation surfaces

Use Agile Table’s generous surface for spreading out 
plans or drawings, roll a whiteboard over to take notes, 
or utilise the Agile Power Totem for presentations or 
virtual note taking.

Duration

A 15 minute standing meeting, facilitated through the 
Storming Table’s standing height, or a longer, seated 
meeting at the Work Table.

Agile Table: supporting 
different meeting settings
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Introducing 
Agile Table
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Take a stand

The Agile Table responds to the need for a team 
table that truly supports agile mindsets and 
working styles within the office. Designed by 
Schiavello’s Principal of People and Culture 
Consulting Keti Malkoski in collaboration with 
acclaimed Australian designer Amanda Stanaway 
and Schiavello Design Studio’s senior designer 
Nick Tennant, the table features unparalleled 
variety in formality and work points.

Agile Table’s height adjustability and flexible 
configurations work to meet a team’s exact  
needs at any time.
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Freedom  
in variety

The design of Agile Table promotes alternative 
interactions between people and teams. Research 
suggests that a standing meeting can stimulate a 
positive change in communication, thinking and 
idea sharing. By using Agile Table, employees 
can engage in various types of interactions via its 
varying heights, including casual lounging, group 
or independent working, formal or informal 
standing or seated meetings, standing huddles 
and swarming. 

Agile Table also encourages people to consider 
their health and wellbeing at work. By supporting 
their comfort needs with dual-height capabilities, 
the system fosters movement and prompts 
people to alter their postures throughout the day.
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An agile  
state of mind

The Agile Table supports agile and flexible 
workplaces, empowering employees with the 
freedom to choose the space they need, along 
with the tools they require, in order to feel 
connected and stay highly effective. 

Agile’s malleable design means it is a suitable 
workpoint for a number of tasks, including 
collaboration, standing meetings, individual 
focused work or presentations, playing a role 
in empowering people’s choices and positioning 
itself as an paramount element within the 
contemporary workspace. 
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A unique 
collaborative  
experience 

Today’s open plan workplace aims to support 
and promote interaction and collaboration, 
however the need for areas that support 
independent work is also essential for teams  
to be successful. 

Schiavello’s research suggests that in a typical 
week, employees spend 42% of their time 
collaborating and 58% working independently.  
In addition, not only planned, formal interactions 
need to be considered, but also informal and ad-
hoc collaborating. Agile Table embraces these 
different modes of working and, with its length 
and varying heights, enables teams to alternate 
from group collaboration to independent work 
without the need to move elsewhere in the office.
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The collection
The Agile Table consists of two different tables – the Storming Table 
and the Work Table. Each table can be used separately, or joined 
together to become the Agile Table. Available in single, dual-height 
fixed or height adjustable configurations, Agile Table fosters greater 
agility across a wide range of spaces. With the option to add multiple 
workpoints, tools and accessories, the collection supports both 
dynamic collaboration and focused concentration. 
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The Agile 
Power Totem

Complement flexible working with audiovisual 
capabilities. The Agile Power Totem brings 
integrated power, data and an optional screen to 
the tabletop, adding new levels of interactivity 
and connectivity to employee meetings. 
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Specifications



900mm / 35.4” W

1500mm / 59.1” W

1050mm / 41.3” H

400mm / 15.7” D

1300mm / 51.2” D

900mm / 35.4” W

1500mm / 59.1” W

1050mm / 41.3” H

400mm / 15.7” D

1300mm / 51.2” D

900mm / 35.4” W

1500mm / 59.1” W

720mm / 28.3” H

720mm / 28.3” H

400mm / 15.7” D

1300mm / 51.2” D

Cable tray

Shroud door

1300mm / 51.2” W

1300mm / 51.2” D400mm / 15.7” Dia
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Specifications

Fixed Height Storming Table

Height Adjustable Storming Table

Agile Table / Work Table and Storming Table
 Storming Table

 Work Table



400mm / 15.7” D

400mm / 15.7” D

400mm / 15.7” D

1300mm / 51.2” D

1300mm / 51.2” D

1300mm / 51.2” D

400mm / 15.7” D

400mm / 15.7” D

400mm / 15.7” D

900mm / 35.4” W 1100mm / 43.3” W

1100mm / 43.3” W

900mm / 35.4” W 1100mm / 43.3” W

1800mm / 70.9” W

2700mm / 106.3” W

3600mm / 141.7” W

3110mm / 122.4” W

4010mm /157.9” W

4910mm / 193.3” W

400mm / 15.7” D

400mm / 15.7” D

400mm / 15.7” D

720mm / 28.3” H

720mm / 28.3” H

720mm / 28.3” H

1050mm / 41.3” H

1050mm / 41.3” H

1050mm / 41.3” H

900mm / 35.4” W

1300mm / 51.2” D

1300mm / 51.2” D

1300mm / 51.2” D

900mm / 35.4” W 1100mm / 43.3” W

1100mm / 43.3” W

900mm / 35.4” W 1100mm / 43.3” W

1800mm / 70.9” W

2700mm / 106.3” W

3600mm / 141.7” W

3110mm / 122.4” W

4010mm /157.9” W

4910mm / 193.3” W

400mm / 15.7” D

400mm / 15.7” D

400mm / 15.7” D

720mm / 28.3” H

720mm / 28.3” H

720mm / 28.3” H

1050mm / 41.3” H

1050mm / 41.3” H

1050mm / 41.3” H

900mm / 35.4” W
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Fixed Dual Height Agile Table Height Adjustable Agile Table



368mm / 14.5” Dia

400mm / 15.7” Dia

127mm / 5” H

127mm / 5” H
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Agile Power Totem Height Adjustable

Agile Power Totem Fixed Height

505mm / 19.8” H
39–43” 

Agile Screen Arm

900mm / 35.4” W 1100mm / 43.3” W

1800mm / 70.9” W

3110mm / 122.4” W

720mm / 28.3” H

400mm / 15.7” D

1300mm / 51.2” D

900mm / 35.4” W 1100mm / 43.3” W

2700mm / 106.3” W

4010mm / 157.9” W

720mm / 28.3” H

400mm / 15.7” D

1300mm / 51.2” D

900mm / 35.4” W 1100mm / 43.3” W

3600mm / 141.7” W

4910mm / 193.3” W

720mm / 28.3” H

400mm / 15.7” D

1300mm / 51.2” D

Fixed Single Height Agile Table 
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The Agile Power Totem
The Agile Power Totem provides power and data capabilities  
as well as an optional 180° monitor/TV/screen arm to allow  
for video conferencing or sharing of presentations and video. 
An optional screen back hides unsightly bolts and cables at 
the rear of the screen from view and is available in linear or 
dashed slot styles. With a drop down lid and spring return, 
cables are kept orderly, while customisation allows for the 
choice of power/USB/HDMI outlets. 

The Totem is easily clipped into place and clipped out again, 
with the standard totem cap replacing it for a neat and 
seamless finish.

Agile Power Totem

Optional 180° screen arm Optional screen back with linear slots Optional screen back with dashed slots

Drop down lid - open Closed

Accessories
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ColourLab



TIMBER WASH

Obsidian GlassParchment Strata Ash    

Colza Yellow Sulfur Yellow Steel Blue Gentian Blue

Grey Beige Orange BrownSignal BrownOxide Red

Stone GreyBlack

Silk Grey Cement Grey

Emerald GreenPale Green Fir Green BlushRuby Red Traffic Red

TIMBER PAINT

Colza Yellow Sulfur Yellow Steel Blue Gentian Blue

Grey Beige Orange BrownSignal BrownOxide Red

Stone GreyBlack

Silk Grey Cement Grey

Emerald GreenPale Green Fir Green BlushRuby Red Traffic Red

Obsidian GlassParchment Strata Ash    

Oak

TIMBER NATURAL

Plywood

PLYWOOD

Species

Walnut BiancatoLimewood Walnut Milano

Applied finishes
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ColourLab
Schiavello’s innovative ColourLab brings a considered and cohesive 
palette of finishes to working and living spaces. Curated by 
Giulio Ridolfo and developed by Schiavello, the palette beautifully 
balances colour, texture and layering across a variety of materials.

Worktops
LAMINATE

Parchment Polar WhiteWhite

LAMINATE  /  Category 1

SPOTLESS LAMINATE

Black PewterMagma White

SPOTLESS LAMINATE  /  Category 4

CinderBlack Oyster Grey Stone Grey

LAMINATE  /  Category 2

Notaio WalnutNordic OakBottega Oak

LAMINATE  /  Category 3
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Legs and understructure

FINISH

•  Satin

‡  Texture

METAL POWDER COAT

Black     •  ‡Strata     •  ‡ Obsidian Glass     •Parchment      ‡

METAL POWDER COAT  /  Category 1

Ash     • Stone Grey      •  ‡Obsidian Glass      ‡Parchment     • Silk Grey     • Cement Grey     •

Blush     •Orange Brown     • Signal Brown     •Oxide Red     • Pale Green     •Grey Beige     •

Gentian Blue     •Steel Blue     • Fir Green     • Emerald Green     •

METAL POWDER COAT  /  Category 2

Colza Yellow     • Sulfur Yellow     • Ruby Red     • Traffic Red     •

METAL POWDER COAT  /  Category 3
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EMS 604919FS 604920
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About  
Schiavello
Schiavello is a multi-disciplinary company dedicated to 
developing intelligent, inspiring, ecological and resilient 
solutions for the office, the home and public spaces.

Schiavello’s concepts and products are developed in  
Australia by applying a design process that brings together 
the company’s core design principles and engineering with 
the creativity of local and international designers.

The Schiavello head office and world-class manufacturing 
facilities are integral to our continually developing rich 
tapestry of knowledge. This knowledge ultimately assists  
us in informing the right solutions and tools for each 
organisation’s needs and people, allowing us to consistently 
achieve our philosophy that ‘Anything is possible’.

To find a Schiavello showroom or partner in your area,  
please visit schiavellofurniture.com/find-us

All intellectual property rights and copyrights are reserved. Nothing contained in this 
brochure may be reproduced without written permission. Schiavello Group Pty Ltd 
reserves the right to change any or all details without prior notice. All dimensions stated 
within this document are nominal and/or approximate only and subject to variation.  

SCH/ATP02.OD-E

Ecology and
sustainability
Schiavello’s most important commitment to sustainability  
is the company-wide Environmental Management System 
under ISO 14001. The environmental design principles 
realised mean we design for the environment, focusing   
on efficient energy use and minimum emissions, longevity  
and durability, re-use and recycling of our products.

Our principles of ME WE (Materials, Energy, Waste  
Emissions) give us a simple way to think about how  
our operations impact the environment.

Printed on an Australian made paper stock that is  
PEFC Certified and made from elemental chlorine-free 
bleached pulp sourced from sustainably managed forests 
and non-controversial sources. It is manufactured by an 
ISO 14001 certified mill using renewable energy sources.



1 – Collaboration 
Noun 
The action of working with someone  
to produce something.

2 –  Collaborate  
Verb 
To work jointly on an activity or project.

Agile Table offers diversity and choice in 
the workplace.

www.schiavellofurniture.com/agile-table


